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THE THIRD ANNUAL HANDCYCLE EVENT A (SUN) SHINING SUCCESS!
By Stan Hexadine

THE HANDCYCLE REPORT
Stan here. While Mr. and Mrs. Terr fought it
out last week over the lead column I played a
little divide-and-conquer. Couldn't be happier
to have the lead column as Chair Stuff,
Advanced Mobility, and Hollister made it
happen in a bigger way the third time around
for this years Cycle Meet. We are going to put
out a larger presentation of images and video
in the future but for now we'd like to thank Ed
Bell at Advanced Mobility; James Gawluk the
Vapro Consultant for Hollister; Debbie Pugh,
a Recreation Therapist GF Strong; and all of
the other folks who made it a special day.

SELF ASSESSMENT PAIN
TOOL

To complete the online assessment to go:
https://www.liveplanbe.ca/manage-mypain/self-assessment
Tracking where it hurts, what it feels like, and
what medications you’re taking will help you
better understand your symptoms and
patterns and could help you manage your pain
more effectively. You can do a selfassessment
as many times as you like and compare up to
four at a time.

Pain Inventory (BPI), an evidenced-based
questionnaire used by many doctors in BC. It
might be useful to share your results with your
doctor.
Based on the Brief Pain Inventory (short form)
by Charles S. Cleeland, PhD., Pain Research
Group. Copyright1991. All rights reserved.

TUCKS FOR YOUR
TUCKERED PUCKER

Chair Stuff has Tucks tucked away on our
shelves for you. These medicated cooling
pads provide instant relief from
hemorroidal itching and burning. Tucks
pads are pH balanced, hypo-allergenic, dyefree, and biodegradable when flushed. The
active ingredient in these little dynamos is
This self-assessment tool is based on the Brief Witch Hazel (50% - Astringent) and the

inactive ingredients includeWater,
Glycerin, Alcohol, Propylene Glycol,
Sodium Citrate, Diazolidinyl Urea, Citric
Acid, Methylparaben, and Propylparaben.

IMPROVE YOUR CATHETER IQ: CHECK OUT THE IQ-CATH!

T h e I Q - C a t h i s a u n i q u e a n d h i g h l y effective intermittent catheter that combines the advantages of stiff and soft catheters while
eliminating the disadvantages with: a s o f t " f r o n t z o n e " , a s t i f f s h a f t , and a flexible head. Made in Germany by a progressive company. What do
you have to lose? Nothing! What do you have to gain? Lots!

FREE SAMPLES! Call 1-866-363-0025
http://www.iq-cath.ca

OCTOBER EVENTS CALENDAR

VaPro for Victory!
Hollisters new touchless hydrophilic
intermittent catheter is creating interest in
the disability community as it improves on
already solid catheter designs available.
With a ring cap and a protective tip that
bypasses the bacteria in the 15 mm of the
distral urethra, this cath is doing what it is designed to do. It
also has easy to open packaging for the less dexterous. FREE
samples. Give Chair Stuff a shout for more info.

BRIGHT IDEAS with Dr. Luke O. Site

That big oaf Stan thinks he can kick me to the back
page permanently? Not likely! Well for now, I'm
going to show you a "bright idea" I learned about
from one of my wiley patients. Do you ever have
problems remembering when your bowel routine is
(if you do it every second day)? Well, if you use leg
bags try using two of each a day and a night bag
and when both are filled up, you know it's your
bowel routine! I thought it was a great idea. Really
innovative, yet oh-so-simple. Kind of like Stan!

We are a great one-stop online solution for the small business community,
especially within the disability sector. We build and maintain websites; set
up and maintain social media channels; track your performance online;
write original content for your site, blog, social media channels; shoot, edit,
and produce videos; translate your site into French; write newsletters, and
more! We bill by-the-minute, and utilize free and open source software
extensively. Affordable hosting options now available!

digabilityonlineservices.ca digabilityonlineservices@gmail.com
MEDICAL DISCLAIMER - Credit: This disclaimer was created using a Contractology template available at http://www.freenetlaw.com. Definition: All references to Chair Stuff relates to Chair Stuff Sales Ltd., it's
website, newsletter, and all other social media channels and media under its jurisdiction. No advice: Chair Stuff contains general information about medical conditions and treatments. The information is not advice,
and should not be treated a such. Limitation of warranties: The medial information provided though Chair Stuff is provided "as is" without any representations or warranties, express or implied. Chair Stuff makes no
representations or warranties in relation to the medical information. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing paragraph, Chair Stuff does not warrant that: A) the medical information will be constantly
available, or available at all, or, b) the medical information is complete, true, accurate, up-to-date, or non-misleading. Professional Assistance: You must not rely on the information from Chair Stuff as an alternative
to medical advice from your doctor or other professional healthcare providers. If you have any specific questions about any medical matter you should consult your doctor or other professional healthcare provider.
If you think you may be suffering from any medical condition you should seek immediate medical attention. You should never delay seeking medical advice, disregard medical advice, or discontinue medial
treatment because of information from Chair Stuff. Liability: Nothing in their medical disclaimer will limit any of our liability in any way that is not permitted under applicable law, or exclude any of our liability that
my not be excuded under applicable law.

